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Let love ruleLet love rule
Days like today are vital for our souls, hearts, health, and minds. It’s so good for us to be
connecting with people and with our community. I love the Reclink Community Cup. 

I’ve loved helping pull it together and being around the people involved behind the scenes right
across the country. They’re a fun group of people who are involved to have a fun time - people
who are dynamic, generous, and who know what it is to be part of an incredible community. 

Do you know what I love more? I love that every day, across Australia, the Reclink team is putting
on events and running sport and recreation programs for people who are marginalised and
disconnected from the community. We do this work as a national charity on behalf of all
Australians. Reclink deploys and supports sports coordinators into communities across
Australia. 
 
We work with people who are suffering the impacts of trauma, domestic violence, people who
have a drug and alcohol addiction, who are homeless, or long term jobless, people with a
disability and who are disconnected or abandoned, young people who are in trouble with the
justice system... The list goes on. We work in partnership with over 500 local community service
agencies to provide sport and recreation opportunities for hundreds of thousands of
participants who are finding things tough. 
 
Do you know what Reclink achieves? The same things we achieve at the Community Cup: Better
physical health, better mental health, greater social inclusion. 
  
These three things are our goals, and the things that as a charity we want to achieve for
Australia. We know based on evidence from La Trobe University and Melbourne University that
the Reclink program works at improving lives for those in our community that need it most. 
 Today and beyond, we raise money for this purpose. 

Please consider making tax-deductible donation to Reclink today, and when you’ve donated
share it to your social channels tagging #CommCup22. We know more people are likely to
donate if they see their friends, family and colleagues also donating.

You can also read more about our impact at reclink.org 
 
We’ve made it easy to donate today, so you can get straight into the Community Cup; enjoying
the music, food, and of course the sure-to-be-epic showdown. Simply scan the QR code on the
back of this program to make a donation of any amount - it all adds up. Enjoy today.

Dave Wells, CEO, Reclink Australia 



Tania Nicholas (Captain)
Tild Ricourt
Tiff Stoddart
Sam Stewart-Oldham
Stazi Markovich
Hugo Pedler
Matthew Trainor (Captain)
Dan Wall
Paul Marshman
Harrison Schultz
Grace Monaghan
Sonia Mir
Johnny von Einem
Eliza Berlage 
Tess Penglis 
Jared Armor
Adrian Szabo
Jordan Curtis
Lokky Sboro
Aidan Curtis
Jason Katsaras
Alex Marunczak
Damon Evans
Zac Sipek
Tom Johnston
Aaron Sandow
Stuart Patterson
Shannon Mowling
Sam Ramm
Monique Hepden
Madeline Irwin
Johnny Nutman (medical sub)
Andy Asser
Zack Southern
Nick Harmsen
Ben Turnbull
Ella Heywood-Smith
George Stamatescu
Gareth Lewis
Isaac Selby
Ashley Daly
Libby Parker
Tyson Jenke (mascot)
Kyron Weetra
Leo Tizard 
Nicola Robey
Sean Kemp

Coach: Koppa
Manager: Libby Parker
Captains: T Nicholas & M Trainor
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Dylby McCullough (medical sub)
Cassie Burton
Ruby Williams
Conor Levy
Brooke Harris
Igor Sukno
Anthony Katern
Rose Russell
Dan Gaskin
Jordan Maywald
Matthew "Footy" Hovarth
Lauren "Laul" McAleer (Captain)
Dan Adey (Captain)
Sarah Foot
Mark Dean
Angela Schilling
Jayden Crossing
Kym Robey
Ariya Gabell
Harrison Evans
Tyler Wallace
Inge Stevenson
Steen Restell
Jordan Buck
Nick Hankey
Tye Simmons
Benjamin Rae
Ray Dalfsen
Lance Lazer
Luigi Donnarumma
Doug Clark
Paul Giuffreda
Kyam Maher
Giuseppe Caporaso
Douglas Connolly
David O'Callaghan
Ben Smith
Kristi Bartlett
Myf "The Threat" Davis
Pearl Tizzie (mascot)

Coach: Ant Golding
Manager: Peter Goers
Captains: L McAleer & D Adey
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43. Luke Jones
44. Dan Linke
45. Cam Walters
46. Ash Mayes
47. Ant Golding (Playing Coach)
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Ricky Albeck & the Belair Line Band is a 6 piece alternative country rock band. The band have
been compared to Neil Young, The War On Drugs, Father John Misty and more. Ricky Albeck is
the main songwriter for the group and the lead singer. The current band lineup also includes
Tom Spall on the fiddle, Jess Johns on guitar and backing vocals. Colby Robertson on the guitar,
Jesse Davidson on the bass, James Haskard on the drums. Their set is both heartbreaking and
electrifying, ranging from upbeat fuzzy rock and roll bangers to soul crushing soft folk songs.

Half time entertainmentHalf time entertainment

12.00pm - GATES OPEN

12.40pm - TEAMS RUN OUT

1.00PM - BOUNCE

2.00pm (approx.) - HALF TIME

3.00pm (approx.) - POST MATCH

Event scheduleEvent schedule



Zoom link with a big heart - ReclinkZoom link with a big heart - Reclink
Connect nurtures social inclusionConnect nurtures social inclusion

In a small rural lounge room, three family members move in time to an upbeat electronic tune,
as they energetically copy a dance instructor. Fourteen other screens in the same Zoom, as
individuals bop along, including an elderly man smiling as he dances in his sun-drenched
courtyard, carefully following the instructor’s demonstrations.

There is a flurry of messages in the online chat box as participants from across Australia share
their thoughts on the current song, their day, and life in general, while the instructor whips up
enthusiasm. This session is followed by a gentle exercise class, which leads into a creative
writing workshop, followed by a soccer chat, a hip hop lesson… the list goes on - a smorgasbord
of activities offered each day.

Welcome to Reclink Connect, a free interactive online program provided by Reclink, focusing on
connection and inclusion that is in response to the global pandemic.
Reclink Connect offers a warm and welcoming space to all who ‘e-walk’ through the Zoom
‘doors’, into the sanctuary that is a division of Reclink Australia, a charity focusing on connecting
people through sport, recreation and art programs to promote social inclusion.

The Reclink Connect program came about at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic as staff looked
for innovative ways to connect with participants, including marginalised and disadvantaged
members of the community. Reclink took their program online on Zoom, and with astounding
results.

Participants across Australia engaging with Reclink Connect’s fun suite of programs, including
learning a new Bollywood dance, practicing a tai chi sequence, building strength in a fitness
session, stretching in a yoga class, writing music in a creative song writing class or finding their
Zen in a meditation session.

The online program has grown and developed, and now provides seamless ways to deliver
exciting and engaging content to interest and connect with a wide audience.

Reclink Australia CEO David Wells says the initiative ensures that Reclink is still able to socially
engage with their participants – some of the most vulnerable Australians – in an attempt to keep
the community as connected as possible. “Reclink’s historical conversation has become the
national conversation; which is ‘how do you counter exclusion and social isolation?’ a question
our founder Peter Cullen AM posed 30 years ago.



Each day Reclink Connect is reaching out to new people, helping them to upskill The program
not only supports people’s physical and mental health, it has also developed people’s digital
literacy across broad and diverse cohorts in the communities we support. Each day in the
Reclink Connect Zoom room, participants click a Zoom link to join their favourite session with a
variety of programs on offer. Some stay all day, enjoying every session with their cameras on for
a virtual connection, being active participants. Others have less interest in showing themselves
or their lives to the world, but still they are connected.

Reclink Sports Coordinator Brendan Murphy has hosted some 300 online programs, and over
the past 18 months he has welcomed thousands of participants into Reclink’s online interactive
space. Brendan says that with the pandemic reducing people’s access to normal support
structures, Reclink Connect offers a range of activities to engage with and support people
through difficult times. “We are providing fun, active, well-being sessions in a safe manner
where participants can stay home and join in,” Brendan said. “Also it connects people from far
apart - we have groups and participants from places including Brisbane, Broken Hill,
Wollongong, Illawarra, Lake Macquarie, Newcastle, Devonport, Georgetown and Missiondale,
Shepparton and Mooroopna.”

The diverse and extensive program is a testament to the Reclink team’s ability to roll with the
changes, with facilitators and Reclink staff stepping up to offer workshops and sessions ranging
from soccer skills, jump rope sessions, book discussions and friendly and casual NRL, soccer or
AFL chats.

People stop by to listen to a chat with Reclink staff and David Hemp, coach of the Pakistani
women’s cricket team, discussing the current state of women’s cricket. Others try yoga for the
first time, guided by experienced and gentle teachers whose main aim is to encourage and
support all participants.

Across Australia reports of deteriorating mental health and wellbeing during the pandemic have
been widely documented. The fitness sessions are always popular and the significance of even
one participant joining in cannot be overestimated. “Keep it going team.” “Mate this is a tough
session.” “Loved the circuit, got a sweat up.”

The comments in the chat box fire thick and fast as dozens of participants enjoy a 30-minute
Fitness with Sana session, and the camaraderie in the Zoom room is easy to feel. Brendan says
the Reclink Connect program allows facilitators to be creative and is a way for everyone to
express themselves.

Feedback from some participants shows that having the daily timetable of the Reclink Connect
program gives people’s lives a sense of structure that was lost when normal activities stopped.
Small steps towards new friendships are popping up. “Hi everyone,” a participant says through
the chat at the start of a dance class. “Nice to see you again,” one participant types quickly. “Nice
to see you too,” a reply comes back. More cameras are turned on in this session. Over weeks the
shyness and impersonal nature of the Zoom room have slowly peeled away to reveal an
energetic group of individuals dancing in their lounge rooms and feeding off the energy of the
dance instructor, whose smiling face often fills the camera to offer encouragement and laughs
throughout the session.

Reclink uses sport and recreation to support community inclusion, engagement and recovery
and connects with more than 500 member agencies to deliver targeted programs to those who
can benefit from connection and social inclusion. Reclink Connect continues to be there for you
– a little hyperlink with a big heart.

Reclink Connect has become a big part of the unfolding Reclink Australia story.

Learn more at reclink.org








